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“We are thinking about Black life. And when thinking of Black life, we can not escape the “We are thinking about Black life. And when thinking of Black life, we can not escape the 
image; both public and private. Particularly, we are thinking of how Black folks want to be image; both public and private. Particularly, we are thinking of how Black folks want to be 
seen. What are the images we share? How do we want to be remembered? Over the years, we seen. What are the images we share? How do we want to be remembered? Over the years, we 
[BlackMass] have been collecting photobooth and studio portraits. These portraits can be [BlackMass] have been collecting photobooth and studio portraits. These portraits can be 
considered vernacular images; images of everyday life. In these portraits, there are symbols of considered vernacular images; images of everyday life. In these portraits, there are symbols of 
who these folks were, or at least who they want us to know them to be. The clues left behind who these folks were, or at least who they want us to know them to be. The clues left behind 
by the sitter(s) are the symbols for how THEY want us to remember them. Despite the “reality” by the sitter(s) are the symbols for how THEY want us to remember them. Despite the “reality” 
of the times, these folks wanted us to remember them at their best. In their best outfits, giving of the times, these folks wanted us to remember them at their best. In their best outfits, giving 
their best smile or stare, captured on film. Whether it be a hat, a suit or even the way they their best smile or stare, captured on film. Whether it be a hat, a suit or even the way they 
are posed, style is how we are to be seen by the world. Style goes beyond what one is wearing. are posed, style is how we are to be seen by the world. Style goes beyond what one is wearing. 
Style is a lived experience expressed outwardly. Our individuality lies in our style. And for Style is a lived experience expressed outwardly. Our individuality lies in our style. And for 
Black Americans, style has much to do with how we position ourselves in the world. And  these Black Americans, style has much to do with how we position ourselves in the world. And  these 
images capture style the best. And freeze them in time. The consistency of a picture, somehow images capture style the best. And freeze them in time. The consistency of a picture, somehow 
helps shape a unified image of Black life as it was and/or is.” helps shape a unified image of Black life as it was and/or is.” 
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Possibly Sunday. Maybe Easter Sunday? A slightly too big fedora with a tilt. Maybe borrowed? 
Are they siblings? Cousins? Friends? All dressed up with somewhere to go; in style. With the cool 
of some South Side Chicago Cats. “We Real Cool” like Gwendolyn Brooks says. Smirks and smiles 
to match the style. This little lady, nestled in the middle, dressed in all white; hat matching 
her gloves, gloves matching her high socks, matching her bag, matching her knee length dress, 
covered by an overcoat. And an honorable mention to her black leather shoes. A squint looking 
directly at the camera. In a four button black overcoat; with hand in pocket, with the hat to 
match, slightly cocked to the side. Somehow, he possesses the spirit of the leader of the gang. 
Pants creased and cuffed, falling upon his worn black leather shoes, gracefully.
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Just married. Ready to take on the world, together. Her wedding dress, white as snow, falls 
to the floor, giving no clue as to what shoes lie beneath. But certainly no doubt that they are 
stunning. White gloves, on him and her, reflecting the pearly white dress. Where is his gaze as 
she seemingly looks directly at us in her crown? Even if this gentleman’s eyes don’t meet ours, his 
presence is certainly felt. A 3-piece suit that fits as if it was made to his measurements. The large 
overcoat recalls the style of the time, slightly mimicking a zoot suit, along with the oversized 
pants that slouch upon these remarkable black toe capped shoes, that may be boots. Head to toe 
in black and white and  black  and white again. A  pocket square as an accessory. But the knit tie 
tucked into the button up vest seals the deal. And similar to her crown, his conked hair  sits as a 
crown upon his head as well. With a sharp mustache that almost looks hand drawn. And if looks 
could kill, his glare would cut as sharp as his mustache.
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“Greetings” is the message at the top of the frame of these portraits. From America? Are these 
our patriots? What state of mind are they in? Or how welcomed do they feel from the place 
they are sending their salutations from? One can only speculate on those realities. No matter 
what the circumstances, they are standing upright and present in these portraits. Head held 
high, looking directly into the camera, with her hat on tight. Them, almost fading souls, as a 
result of time. And if not for their shiny white shirts, they appear as ghostly shadows. These 
postcards stand in for the statement “I am/was here”. And here they certainly are. They are 
here and dressed. Ready to be seen and remembered. Not only “I am/was here”, this is what I 
looked like and this is what I was wearing.
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Off to where? Or coming from? This image is a representation of love and the essence of 
style; style, style, style. This is the perfect example of Sunday’s Best. Or Friday evenings 
finest? Her little black velvet jacket, accented by jewels around her neck shining like the 
overexposed flash in this photo fits perfectly. And her skirt looks like it’s made of a similar 
fabric as these fine curtains framing the couple. And with her hat to the side, you know she 
knows she looks good. The blinding flash only allows us a glimpse of who she’s leaning on, 
but he definitely can hold his own standing next to her. With a good fitting suit, a shirt and 
tie and some leather shoes, it could be Sunday morning or Friday evening, but whenever it 
is, he’s ready to step out. And their smiles are alluring, almost alluring enough to offer an 
indirect invitation to join this well dressed couple for a night out on the town.
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Is she at home? A studio? Wherever she is, she looks as well put together as this living room 
setting. Her comfortable floor pose is highlighted by her smile and the flower in her hair. It’s 
possible to imagine that her smile is as white as her floral accessory. The loose fitting satin 
silky gown flows on the floor, mimicking the petals in her hair. This is elegance. It is apparent 
that she’s in control of the room, how she wants to appear and be seen and how she cares to be 
remembered. Similar to her hair accessory, she is not simply an accent, she is the star of the show. 
And as the saying goes “Take a picture it’ll last longer”, well here’s the proof. Such a beautiful 
photograph. Such a beautiful presence captured. How regal can one appear and remain in one’s 
memory? As she is frozen in this moment of elegance.
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Ready for her close-up. Not much can be seen in this image of this beautiful radiant young woman 
but her presence is stylish, to say the least. Sporting her bangs tightly curled and in a pony and 
her button up blouse with the top button open. She gives off a cool confident energy that has 
been captured in this photo booth photo. No fuss, just a joyful beautiful smile, maybe mid sentence 
or mid laugh? This photo is poetry. There is a beautiful level of intimacy that sets the mood 
which allows for engagement between us and the portrait. For this reason, photo booth images 
remain one of the most intimate means of capturing a moment in time. It serves as a time capsule. 
Oftentimes improvised with little preparation but a moment worth documenting. Imagine opening 
your wallet and every time seeing this lovely smile. This image has a way of sending good vibes 
without even having to return the look back.



Brothers maybe? Cousins? Friends? They look like they’ve seen a great deal. The wear on their 
boots tell a tale. And his balled up fists also don’t seem shy of work. But, whatever they are 
doing and wherever they are coming from or going to, they are for sure in-style. The wide legged 
pants must be of the time. To the left, pinstriped, with a crease down the front and to the right, 
his appear to be workwear pants, that have seen some action. Their 3-button jackets are fully 
buttoned and their collared shirts as well. This is what we call personal style. These outfits 
look worn and loved. Day by day becoming a part of their representation. “Style for miles” here. 
The look in these young men’s eyes seem like they have seen plenty, all the while looking good 
doing it.
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